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Abstract: Forest fires are caused naturally by lightning, high atmospheric temperatures, and dryness.
Forest fires have ramifications for both climatic conditions and anthropogenic ecosystems. According
to various research studies, there has been a noticeable increase in the frequency of forest fires in
India. Between 1 January and 31 March 2022, the country had 136,604 fire points. They activated an
alerting system that indicates the location of a forest fire detected using MODIS sensor data from
NASA Aqua and Terra satellite images. However, the satellite passes the country only twice and
sends the information to the state forest departments. The early detection of forest fires is crucial, as
once they reach a certain level, it is hard to control them. Compared with the satellite monitoring and
detection of fire incidents, video-based fire detection on the ground identifies the fire at a faster rate.
Hence, an unmanned aerial vehicle equipped with a GPS and a high-resolution camera can acquire
quality images referencing the fire location. Further, deep learning frameworks can be applied to
efficiently classify forest fires. In this paper, a cheaper UAV with extended MobileNet deep learning
capability is proposed to classify forest fires (97.26%) and share the detection of forest fires and the
GPS location with the state forest departments for timely action.

Keywords: UAV; deep learning; wildfire; deep convolutional neural network

1. Introduction

Data on the provincial effects of forest fires on ambient air quality are collected across
the globe in areas such as Asia, Australia, Europe, and North America, among others.
Advanced remote sensing (RS) is used to locate wildland fires and assess air quality. This
type of work is useful for researchers and forest officers to find out the needs and make
recommendations for wildfires and air pollution. Advanced fire and air quality techniques
are required to characterize the fire classes [1,2]. Automatic fire detection systems have the
capability to examine environmental factors. Researchers attempt to minimize the sensors,
which results in the improvement of speed and accuracy of diagnosis. Wildfire detection
using a single method is feasible but too expensive due to the combination of sensors.
It is necessary to focus on soft computing methods for separate fire detection [3]. The
relationship between wildfire and lightning has been analyzed, and 25 percent of lightning
strokes result in wildfire ignitions without connected rainfall. The suggestion makes no
perceptible links between rainfall and the holdover period. The survival phase following
lightning ignition shows the everyday cycle of solar heating [4]. The impact of particulate
matter (PM) results in everyday mortality in Spain when wildfires burn biomass. However,
wildfires are becoming more common, which contributes to climate change, necessitating
a thorough investigation [5]. Firefighters must have precise information about wildfires,
and arriving at the fire scene on time is critical to putting out the fire. To take an exact
decision, the firefighting department needs digital information about forests and fires that
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describes fire behavior and severity. Two novel extraction methods have been used, namely,
geometric parameter calculation and triangle contour [6].

Drones with remote sensing result in low operational costs, optimal spatial and tempo-
ral resolution, and the absence of risky crews. Drones with forest applications are currently
in the experimental stage, but they are expected to progress quickly [7]. The advanced
remote sensing techniques in the area of landslide analysis permit easy, rapid, and up-
dated data acquisition. Improving the conventional capabilities of detection, monitoring,
and mapping becomes a challenging task in the area of optimization when investigating
hazardous materials. However, the investigative capacity instruments required and accord-
ingly enlarged application are needed [8]. The INPE burn database was used as the remote
sensing method for forest dynamic spots from 1998 to 2016. In 2017, burnt scar detection
using the radiance domain considering the atmospheric illumination conditions and the
viewing geometry was presented in the study [9]. The most affected areas were spotted
using the normalized burn ratio spectral index. Fire severity is one of the factors that shapes
the landscape region while slowing regeneration progression in preferred areas [10]. Nowa-
days, remote sensing is used for emergency mapping, part of the disaster management
cycle. Satellite imagery is generally used to guide crisis response actions. There are new
possibilities with geospatial data, and resources are needed to perform the analysis of the
time frame as well as emergency response activities [11–13]. Fire severity mapping is an
important source for land management agencies, forest officers, and fire scientists across
the globe. The severity of large wildfires is measured using the difference normalized burn
ratio (∆NBR) and the pre- and post-fire difference severity index (∆FSI). GEE (Google
Earth Engine)-based classification is used in the land management group framework for the
rapid production of fire severity maps [14]. GEE (Google Earth Engine)-based classification
is used in the land management group framework for the rapid production of fire severity
maps [14]. The analysis of wildfires expands the knowledge of planning, supervision
techniques, and tools to diminish their effects. The quantitative approach is important to
improve the full view of the WUI (wildland–urban interface). However, using LiDAR data
in forest analysis and satellite imagery to find forest and urban areas is not possible with
this approach [15]. The radio coverage tool enhances the response to emergencies such as
wildfire events. Excess attenuation results in a cold plasma barrier near wildfires.

Wildfires and their effects are mapped using a variety of machine learning algorithms.
However, improving the accuracy of the mapping of wildfire effects using hyperspatial
drone imagery is still challenging. The addition of texture results in an improvement in the
post-fire effect classifier accuracy. Additional evaluation is required for imagery, especially
when evaluating scenes with high tree canopy cover [16]. A deep learning-based wildfire
monitoring technique was introduced, in which images are retrieved using a UAV with the
help of an optical sensor. The method was designed to be able to make judgments similar
to humans. The result shows whether a fire exists or not in the forest area. The system does
not support infrared thermal cameras [17,18]. The fuzzy clustering technique of modified
Fuzzy C-Means clustering is used for fire identification and region extraction. The detection
and segmentation of wildfires are performed using high-resolution satellite images. The
method needs further improvement with hybrid methods that combine fuzzy and genetic
algorithms [19]. SVM and ANN are used to process the information collected from satellite
images over large regions and extort insights from them to predict the incidence of wildfires
and circumvent such disasters. Remote sensing data related to the positions of the crops,
meteorological conditions, and fire indicators are used in this approach, “MODIS” [20].
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (“MODIS”) is the key technique aboard
the Terra and Aqua satellites [21,22].

The use of UASs (unmanned aerial systems) in the area of photogrammetry and
remote sensing (PaRS) has become popular in the last couple of years [23]. A UAV can
obtain information using visual cameras or on-board infrared automatic cameras. UAVs,
similar to helicopters, can hover, and drones are extremely useful. Moreover, more UAVs
can combine, which results in improved fire monitoring services, such as coverage of a big
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fire, fire severity assessment, and complementary view of fires. A deep learning method for
forest fire detection can be introduced into the fire classifier using a CNN, which extracts
more features to train.

The primary use of UAVs is to detect fires in the early stages. Hence, the detection of
fire at low-level intensity itself is necessary. The features extracted with traditional machine
learning are limited and highly influence the classification accuracy. With the use of deep
learning, numerous features can be extracted that can assist in improving accuracy. As
UAVs are used for capturing the live stream of forest fire, the processing of images in real
time is needed. Among the available ImageNets, MobileNetV2 [24] is fast and designed for
mobiles that have limited resources. As a result, we suggest a lightweight neural network
architecture, X-MobileNet, that is appropriate for embedded and mobile applications and
that performs well in real-time fire detection applications. The system operates on less
powerful, more affordable single-board computers such as Raspberry Pi 3B and Arduino.

The major contributions of the proposed model are as follows:

• We propose a novel deep learning method based on the existing MobileNetV2 that is
suitable for fast execution and low-resource devices such as drones.

• The pre-trained weights for all layers of the MobileNetv2 architecture are used in the
proposed method, which reduces the number of trainable parameters needed. Our
model is now well suited for use on drones with limited resources as a result.

• Unlike standard machine learning techniques, the proposed model may be trained
and deployed end to end, eliminating the need for separate feature extraction and
classification phases.

• To ensure that our model is robust, it was validated using two different fire datasets.
The results of our experiments demonstrate that our method consistently outper-
formed other recent DL-based algorithms on fire datasets.

• A lightweight hexagon drone was designed at low cost and with flight control.

In this paper, the models based on deep learning are explored and analyzed. Section 2
of this paper presents detailed information on existing forest fire techniques and related
work, and Section 3 presents the proposed methodology. In Section 4, the experimen-
tal results and discussion are presented. In Section 5, the conclusion and future work
are described.

2. Related Works

UAVs for disasters are available, face a lot of challenges when in use, are likely limited
computationally, and have energy and regulation issues. Nevertheless, UAVs with deep
learning methods result in improved disaster modeling, when combining geotagged events
that are used in geospatial applications [25,26]. Deep learning is very effective in high-level
feature learning; however, a significant amount of training results in optimal results. A new
saliency detection method was proposed; the method is useful for the fast location and
segmentation of the aerial image of the wildfire. The method results in avoiding feature
loss caused by direct resizing. In wrongly classified forest mist images, IR sensors may
be used for better decision making [27]. A real-time forest fire monitoring system with
UAVs was proposed; the system uses five sensors, namely, a GPS, a compass sensor, an
inertial measurement unit (IMU), a temperature sensor, and a barometer. The drone can
detect the temperature from 20 m above the ground surface. However, data loss during
the data transmission from the drone to the web server needs to be improved [28]. Color
feature extraction results in inaccuracy; to overcome the issue, a two-dimensional discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) is used. The DWT is used to differentiate the flame and smoke
region from high-frequency noise signals. The computational cost is lower, and improved
fire detection accuracy is achieved using a UAV platform [29,30]. UAV-based fire detection
based on utilizing color as well as motion was proposed. The color decision rule extracts the
fire-colored pixels by producing a chromatic feature of the fire. The Horn–Schunck optical
flow algorithm is used to compute motion vectors of the candidate regions. The method
results in significantly improved performance in fire detection and reduction [31,32]. The
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near-real-time (NRT) method was proposed; the framework combination of digital image
analysis and the visualization of web support results in the automatic updating of the
results. Compared with existing methods, the NRT method results in low computational
power [33]. UAVs with deep learning methods result in improved disaster modeling,
when combining geotagged events that are used in geospatial applications. The R-CNN
algorithm is used to detect not one or two objects, but hundreds of object types in nature.
The CNN is used with UAVs; UAVs are particularly lightweight and low cost, while the
CNN object detection algorithm has very large computational demands. In general, it
requires high-end Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) that need a lot of power and weight,
especially for a lightweight and low-cost drone [34]. A UAS platform with the support of a
helicopter was proposed, namely, the Sky-Eye system. The system improves awareness
by providing strategic support to the monitoring of wildfires in an easy way. Sky-Eye
works with existing COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) techniques deployed in medium-sized
helicopters. However, the UAS with an abstraction layer as service, defined as standard
service, and the interrelations between them need further improvement [35].

The use of UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles) in the area of photogrammetry and
remote sensing (PaRS) has become popular in the last couple of years [36,37]. UAVs can
obtain information using visual cameras or on-board infrared automatic cameras. UAVs
have hovering capabilities, similar to helicopters, and drones are very useful. However,
more UAVs can combine, which results in improved fire monitoring services, such as
coverage of big fires, fire severity assessment, and complementary view of fires [38,39].
UAV-based remote sensing is used in forests and farming to afford adequate decision
support. However, better data pre-processing with various temporal and spatial data
handling software applications is required. Software can be used effectively to take better
decisions in the future [40,41]. In [42], a review of fire detection using videos is presented.
Improving computer vision and object detection is important when multiple diverse models
are in use. UAVs with high-resolution cameras and faster transmission of video result
in faster and more accurate footage. However, drones need to be programmed, and
autonomous features with navigation are required [43].

Extracting the characteristics of smoke by pre-training VGG-16 on the ImageNet
dataset for feature transfer is explained in [44]. Inception-ResNet-v2 pre-trained on the
ImageNet dataset was used for classifying fire and smoke [45]. The performance of the
model can be improved substantially using backbone networks such as ResNet, VoVNet,
and FBNetV3 in deep learning. It was used with Bayesian neural network and Faster
R-CNN [46], which improved the performance. Ft-ResNet50 [47] was modeled by fine-
tuning layers of ResNet with Adam and Mish functions, and the semantic information
of fire images were effectively extracted. CNN-based Inception-V3 was used to improve
accuracy in classifying fire/non-fire images [48]. A combination of EfficientNet-B5 and
DenseNet-201 models for classification and EfficientSeg for segmentation, and two vision
transformers were used to build a novel deep ensemble learning mode, which improved
the performance [49].

A new model, FT-ResNet50 [47], based on transfer learning was proposed for forest fire
identification using UAV images. A multi-oriented value conversion–attention mechanism
(MVMNet) [50] was discussed for forest fire detection. The issues of false smoke alarm
and missed detection were also addressed in the same work. An artificial intelligence-
based deep learning method [51] was used for forest fire identification in smart cities.
A deep learning method and vision transformers [49] were used for classifying forest
fires. Different methods used for forest fire detection were reviewed in [52]. Recently,
MobileNets [24] were used for applications related to mobiles for executing at faster rates
and with improved performance. MobileNets are the first computer vision models built for
mobiles. Due to their efficiency, MobileNets [53–55] have been applied to the classification
of fruits, skin images, diabetic retinopathy, etc. As on-board computation on UAVs needs
to be minimized, MobileNets could be a way forward for forest fire detection.
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Considering the efficacy of MobileNets, in this paper, we propose to use an extended
MobileNet for classifying fire and non-fire images, as speedy and lightweight models for
UAVs are highly needed. The cost-efficient UAV design and the lightweight MobileNet
make the proposed model efficient in detecting forest fires.

3. Materials and Methods

Real-time, early forest fire detection is essential, since once it reaches a certain thresh-
old, it is difficult to contain. The procedure followed in unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-
based forest fire detection is shown in Figure 1. UAV-based fire detection identifies the fire
at a faster pace with higher precision than the satellite monitoring and detection of fire
events. As a result, an unmanned aerial vehicle outfitted with a GPS and a high-resolution
camera may capture photographs of the fire position that are of excellent quality. Addition-
ally, deep learning frameworks are used to accurately categorize forest fires. Additionally,
false alarms from smoke and files created by people can be avoided with UAV-based forest
fire detection. From this point forward, we suggest an end-to-end CNN image classification
extended MobileNet (X-MobileNet) to detect wildfires.

Figure 1. Workflow of forest fire detection.

3.1. UAV and Its System Architecture

UAV-based forest fire detection systems contain two sections: hardware related to the
UAV and software for detecting the fire. The UAV system architecture and its components
are presented in Figure 2. UAV hardware consists of Arduino UNO, which is connected
to sensors, flight controller, and receiver. Arduino is connected to several sensors that
constantly monitor different subsystems of the UAV. The drone specifications used for the
designed UAV, shown in Figure 3 are presented in Table 1.

The designed UAV is a hexacopter with 6 wings to allow it to go higher than the
traditional quadcopter and increase flight time. The proposed UAV wings are provided
with a fail-safe in case one motor dies mid-flight. An Arduino micro controller is used to
make it autonomous when an obstacle is detected while hovering. The UAV is equipped
with Mission Planner software to map way points and to fly from one place to another
without any human intervention in between. Ublox is used to fix the GPS, and as the UAV
waits for the GPS to be fixed, the drone is provided with a path/mission it has to follow. The
Ublox device then sends the data obtained using telemetry via MAVLink (a communication
protocol) to the drone. Once the UAV is armed with the mission of mapping and surveying
the area, a video feed is provided as live transmission that detects forest fires.
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Figure 2. UAV system architecture.

Figure 3. The designed camera and UAV.

Table 1. Specifications of the designed UAV.

Sl. No. Name of Component Number of Components

1 Flight controller (Pixhawk) with accessories 1

2 Brushless motor, 870 KV 6

3 Propeller, 11 × 4.7 12

4 Electronic speed control, 30a 1

5 Receiver FS 1A10B (fly Sky) 1

6 Transmitter i65 (fly Sky) 1

7 Battery, 10,000 mAh 1

8 Video transmitter and receiver (Eachine) 1

9 Telemetry, 915 megahertz 1

10 GPS (ublox) 1

11 3DR power module 1

12 Connection wires 18,16,14 AWG 1

13 JST, RMC, and XT-60 connection 1

14 Carbon fiber frame for hexacopter, 650 mm 1

15 Camera (Mobius) 1

16 Double tape, zip ties, and elastic tape 1

17 Heat shrink tubes 4

18 Gimble 1
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Our suggested approach combines the IoT and deep learning with the goal of offering
a comprehensive one-stop solution for spotting wildfires. CNNs and other sensors are
used by MobileNet to identify the fire, evaluate the fire severity, and analyze weather
information of the impacted area.

3.2. Dataset

There is no standard dataset for fire images. So, it is inevitable to create one. Images
were collected using the designed UAV, and images were extracted from videos of forest
fires collected in kaggle and FLAME; then, we added frames from videos taken with the
drone. The dataset was divided into two parts: fire and non-fire. This fire dataset contains
a total of 5313 fire images, and the non-fire dataset contains a total of 677 images. The
accuracy of a model can be increased by increasing the size of the dataset by adding images
extracted from live video stream; in this way, the size of the dataset will be ever growing,
and the accuracy of a model increases every time the model is trained. The dataset is
available at [56].

3.3. Data Pre-Processing

Data needed to be pre-processed in order to make them the most suitable for sub-
sequent processing. Often, images captured using drones have washout intensity, and
sometimes, small-intensity fires are not visible. Hence, image enhancement is needed in
order to enhance the image to remove washout features. Here, the histogram equalization
technique was used, followed by power law transformation to highlight the fire region.
The gamma value used for the considered dataset was 5 after trial and error.

Data are gold as far as deep learning is concerned. The model performs better if we
have a larger number of samples in the training dataset, as there are variability and bias
problems with smaller sample sizes. Variability is calculated using standard deviation;
the standard deviation of a sample is how far the true results might be from the sample
that we have. The larger the deviation is, the lesser the accuracy is, since smaller sample
sizes get decreasingly representative of the entire population. Small sample sizes also affect
the reliability of a model, because they lead to higher variability, which may lead to bias.
If we only train a model for a certain gender or certain physical traits, or on an image
that is straight, the model does not work well in all possible cases and does not produce
accurate results.

Data Augmentation

To overcome the issue of having a smaller dataset, we used the augmentation method
by applying a number of random transformations, so that the model that was built could
never have taken the same image twice. This helped in preventing the overfitting of the
model and eventually helped the model to generalize. Below are some of the features that
can be passed as parameters to the augmentation function:

• Rotation range: It is a value in the range of (0–180) degrees, a range within which the
picture is rotated randomly.

• Width shift and height shift: To shift an image means moving all pixels of the image
in one direction, such as horizontally or vertically, while keeping the same image
dimensions.

• Zoom range: It is used for zooming the pictures.
• Horizontal flip: It flips half of the image in the horizontal direction.
• Fill mode: It fills the newly produced pixels that appear after rotation and width or

height shift.

The sample dataset and the augmented dataset are shown in Figure 4.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 4. Images in row 1 (a–c) indicate Image2443, Image5835, and Image6577; row 2 (d–f) indicates
frame89, frame318, and frame507; row 3 (g–i) shows shear, shear rotated, and horizontally flipped
images of the dataset; and row 4 (j–l) shows the original, histogram-equalized and power law-
transformed images.

4. Proposed Enhanced MobileNet Model

The overall architecture of the proposed model is presented in Figure 5. The images are
pre-processed and then fed to X-MobileNet for classification with the customized output
layer for classifying fire or no fire.

One of the often-used methods for computer vision tasks such as classification and
segmentation is transfer learning. It consists in the exchange of weights or in using the
expertise gained from tackling one challenge to solve other connected issues. Transfer
learning typically results in less training, if the application domains are connected, in
terms of time. There are two typical methods to carry out transfer learning: using pre-
trained models and defining custom output layers. In the proposed model, to cut down
on computational costs, the pre-trained MobileNet is modified to be used, and transfer
learning is preformed with global average pooling as the output layer, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Workflow of extended MobileNet for forest fire detection.

4.1. Pre-Trained Model Usage

Pre-trained models such as AlexNet, ZFNet, GoogleNet, VGG, and MobileNet, etc.,
can be used, as they are already proved models with a large number of images. MobileNet
is a lightweight model that is designed for mobiles considering its low power consumption,
fast execution, and low memory usage; hence, MobileNet was considered.

4.2. Customized Output Layer

This approach considers the pre-trained model without the output layer, which serves
as a feature extractor. Using a unique output layer, these features can be applied to the
needed classification task. Last but not least, training the custom model is necessary to
improve the classification outcomes. Here, transfer learning with global pooling is devised
at the output layer, as fire detection is a binary classification problem rather than a 1000-class
problem in MobileNet.

4.3. Global Average Pooling

Global pooling is used to reduce the multi-dimensional feature map (P × P × N) to
a one-dimensional feature vector (1 × N), where P × P is the size of image and N is the
number of filters. Here, global average pooling is used to obtain the average value of the
features. The filer acts as a flattening layer, and overfitting is prevented in this layer because
there are no parameters. The flattened layer is connected to a dense layer with 128 neurons
in a fully connected manner.
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Figure 6. Layers of extended MobileNet for forest fire detection.

4.4. Depth-Wise Separable Convolution

The core of the MobileNet model is depth-wise separable convolution. In order to
lower computing costs and model sizes, it factors filters. The two layers of a depth-wise
separable convolution are as follows:

• Depth-wise convolution: This technique performs layer filtering by applying a single
filter to each input channel. In Figure 7, it can be seen that the filter is depth-wise
separated with a single filter and applied to each layer. With this, 9 parameters in the
filter can be represented with 6 parameters, as shown in Figure 7.

• Point-wise convolution: This technique uses 1X1 convolution to create linear collec-
tive output.
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Figure 7. Depth-wise separable convolution.

If depth-wise convolution is applied to an output layer of 3 × 3, then we obtain
3 × 3 × 3 parameters (27), and point-wise convolution results in 1 × 3 parameters, as well
as 1 final parameter, for a total of 31 parameters. If it is applied to 3 layers, then for 3 layers,
1 × 3 parameters result in 3 × 3 × 3 (27) parameters, and point-wise convolution results in
3 times 1 × 3, i.e., 9 parameters, for a total of 36 parameters; on the other hand, standard
convolution would result in 9 × 3 × 3, i.e., 81 parameters. Hence, if input image F is of size
M × N, the filter size is K × K; when applied to P × Q channels, the standalone convolution
computation complexity is given by Equation (1).

Sc = M × N × P × Q × K × K (1)

The depth-wise computation cost is given by

Dc = M × N × P × K × K + M × N × P × Q × 1 × 1 (2)

The comparative ration of both computational costs is

M × N × P × K × K + M × N × P × Q × 1 × 1
M × N × P × Q × K × K

=
1
Q

+
1
k2 (3)

The ratio shown in Equation (3) indicates that MobileNetV2 reduces the computational cost.
Regular convolution, shown in Figure 6, is replaced with depth-wise convolution in

Figure 6a,b and is explained with input image F. Here, S indicates the stride, and C indicates
the channel outputs. Outputs F1, F2, and F3 can be expressed with the following equations:

F1 = fReLu( fpwc(M × N)) (4)

F2 = fReLu( fdwc(F1) (5)

F3 = fLinear( fpwc(F2)) (6)

where value fReLu represents the ReLu function, fpwc is point-wise convolution, fdwc is
depth-wise convolution, and fLinear represents the linear activation function. In the case of
short form path on bottleneck implementation,

FO = F + F3 (7)
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and when there is no short form path on bottleneck implementation,

FO = F3 (8)

In Equations (7) and (8), FO is the output of the input image.

4.5. Fire Classification

In the fire dataset, fine-tuning was carried out on the network top layer. The retraining
of the layers was performed using the target dataset results in the updating of the top-layer
weights. The classification layer was swapped in the extended MobileNet model with a
new layer that contained the 2 classifications of the fire dataset. Retraining the layer with
the dataset for fire detection updated the weights of the output layer.

In the extended MobileNetV2, the downsampling technique is implemented such that
feature extraction is delayed until the resolution of the image becomes lower. Applying
depth-wise separable convolutions in quick order at the network start results in faster
downsampling. Max pooling is not used in this situation, because we discovered that it
does not improve efficiency but instead adds unnecessary computation. The proposed
X-MobileNet takes images up to 224 × 224 pixels in size and downsamples 4 times in the
first 2 layers and 32 times in 12 layers, whereas the original MobileNet downsamples 4
times in 24 layers. The detailed layers and the structure of X-MobileNet are presented in
Figure 4. Bottlenecks 1, 2, and 3 contain depth-wise separable convolution, as shown in
figure (a), with s = 1. Bottlenecks 2 and 3 are repeated twice, for a total of 5 depth-wise
separable downsampling. Finally, bottleneck 4 is repeated 5 times for feature extraction
using depth-wise convolution, as shown in figure (b), with s = 2.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

The experimental setup of the proposed model is presented in this section. The
experiments were executed on an Intel i7 processor with 16 GB GPU, and they were
executed in Python and tensor flow.

5.1. Training the Model

Supervised learning algorithm MobileNetV2 was used to train the model. After data
augmentation, the function for the data generator was used to divide the dataset into
training (80%) and test (20%) sets. One hot encoding was used to generate the value as 1 if
the input image was fire and 0 if it was a non-fire image.

The experiment was conducted using the packages TesnsorFlow and Keras for loading
the images and transforming them randomly. A batch size of 32 was used for the experiment.
The images were resized to 224 × 224 and fed to MobileNetV2. In Figure 6, the detailed
architecture of the proposed methodology is shown. The outcome of MobileNetV2 was
1 × 1 × 1028, which was a 1028 classifier.

An additional global average pooling layer with a 2 × 2 filter was used to reduce the
dimensionality of the data. A dense layer for fully connected neurons was fed to a 0.25
dropout layer in order to avoid overfitting. In the architecture, S indicates the stride; BN
indicates batch normalization; DW indicates depth-wise normalization; and PW indicates
point-wise normalization (Figure 7). The set of hyperparameters used in the execution
of the model is presented in Table 2. In total, 30 epochs were used to train each model.
Binary cross entropy loss was adapted during the training of the model. In order to
adapt the learning rate towards the optimum value, the Adam optimizer was used. The
Adam optimizer is a basic, simple, yet fast optimizer for deep learning algorithms. Hence,
the Adam optimizer was applied during the execution of the proposed model. These
hyperparameters were used based on the trial and error method and with reference to the
existing literature. These parameters refer to the current running instance of the model.
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Table 2. Parameters used in the model.

Hyperparameters

No_of_Epochs 30

Minimun_Batch_Size 32

Initial_learning_rate 0.0001

Optimizer Adam

Data Augmentation Parameters

rotation_range 20

zoom_range 0.15

width_shift_range 0.2

height_shift_range 0.2

shear_range 0.15

horizontal_flip True

fill_mode nearest

5.2. Evaluation Measures

In order to measure the performance of the proposed model, the following coefficients
were used (Equations (9)–(13)):

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FN + TN + FP
(9)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(10)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(11)

Speci f icity =
TN

TN + FP
(12)

F1-Score =
2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

precision + Recall
(13)

where TP is true positive, i.e., the fire images that are predicted as fire images; TN is true
negative, which represents the number of fire images predicted as non-fire ones; FN is false
negative, i.e., the non-fire images that are predicted as non-fire images; FP is false positive,
i.e., the non-fire images that are predicted as fire images.

5.3. Forest Fire Detection Results

The forest fire classification results are presented in Table 3. The results show that the
training and validation accuracy were good and that the loss was also negligible, making
the model efficient. The classification loss values for the test dataset and the validation
dataset are presented in Figure 8; the classification accuracy of training and validation
are shown in Figure 9; and the AUC ROC curve is shown in Figure 10. As the number of
iterations increase, the training accuracy (train_acc) and the validation accuracy (val_acc)
converge and achieve almost equal accuracy, around 0.97; similar is the case with the
AUC. The validation loss (val_loss) and the training loss (train_loss) decrease, converge,
and result in minimum loss. From the convergence of the curves, it can be stated that
the model was not overfitted nor underfitted. This also indicates that data augmentation
improved the training accuracy as the number of images was increased. The method used
65 percent of images for training and 35 percent of images for testing. We even reduced
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the training percentage to 65; the model performed well, with 97.22 percentage of accuracy.
The confusion matrix of the classification of the test and training data is shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Loss and accuracy results.

Dataset Loss Value Accuracy

Training 0.0630 0.9793

Validation 0.0826 0.9722

Figure 8. Training and validation loss.

Figure 9. Training and validation accuracy.
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Figure 10. Training and validation AUC ROC curve.

Table 4. Confusion matrix of classification.

Dataset TP FN FP TN Total

Training 4109 11 21 547 4688

Test 1023 7 6 136 1172

The depth-wise separable convolution used in the MobileNet tremendously improved
the accuracy; even though the depth of layers increased by three, the accuracy improved
greatly. Still, there was no increase in time complexity, and the output layer was flattened
with global pooling for binary classification.

The optimizer used for a model and the activation function also impact the accuracy
of a model. It has been observed in many deep learning studies that the Adam optimizer
proves to be more efficient than other optimizers and that the ReLu activation function is
preferred over other activation functions. The proposed model’s impact factor was also
improved with the Adam optimizer.

The proposed algorithm was compared with the results of the other ImageNet models,
such as ResNet50, VGG, and Inception. From the comparison in Table 5, it can be observed
that the proposed model outperformed the other ImageNet models. The visual representa-
tion of the performance measures in comparison with other ImageNet models is reported
in Figure 11, which shows that the proposed model outperformed the other models.

Table 5. Performance comparison with other ImageNet models.

Model ACC Precision Recall Specificity F1-Score

VGG [47] 0.732622 0.775316 0.631871 0.498264 0.696282

Inception [47] 0.766392 0.799119 0.63189 0.478887 0.705733

ResNet50 [47] 0.774748 0.805662 0.630917 0.476558 0.707661

Proposed X-MobileNet 0.9889 0.9941 0.9932 0.9510 0.9889
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Figure 11. Performance measure comparison of proposed X-MobileNet with other existing models.

6. Conclusions

The detection of wildfires using UAVs with the help of image processing is crucial
to extinguish fire in the early stage. Forest fire detection using deep learning has been a
promising research area. Considering MobileNet’s advantages, it was used as the base
framework to develop X-MobileNet. The proposed model identifies forest fires, and
augmentation methods are used to enhance the dataset. The augmentations assists in the
generalizing of the model for all images. The proposed depth-wise separable convolution,
global pooling at the output layer, and the addition of the Adam optimizer make the model
optimal. The performance results of the model prove that X-MobileNet recognizes forest
fires, showing high performance. Further, to increase the performance, Field Programmable
Gate Arrays can be adapted to design a chip that can be placed on board the UAV.
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